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No imager is perfect
● Background noise
● Differences in illumination of the field of view
● “Sky concentration”
● Fringes
● Cosmic rays

(on the right a raw image from HST/WFPC2)

Every time you touch data, you affect them -> noise 
increases!

Data reduction is painful and everybody makes 
mistakes.

“Standard” data reduction is a myth.



I will now guide you through a full reduction of an image (the IRAF way)

If you have the VM, ds9 and IRAF in the xgterm should open easily.

If you are not running the VM (but have ds9 and IRAF installed on your computer 
remember):

- Launch ds9 first
- Go to the directory where your login.cl is (you probably have run mkiraf 

there)
- Open the xgterm ; I do xgterm -sb & 
- Make your xgterm big (but not too big)
- Start IRAF typing cl



My screen looks like this



login.cl
This is the configuration file of IRAF

A couple of important tips

- stdimage is the maximum size of image that IRAF will handle, my setting is:

set stdimage    = imt4096

- To make sure you can use fits:

set imtype      = "fits"

set imextn      = "oif:imh fxf:fits,fit fxb:fxb plf:pl qpf:qp stf:hhh,??h"



Before you start, check your data
Always important: go to the directory where your data are and check them out:

A good thing is to get a list of the content of your directory

You can use the headers :-) Pixels x axis

Pixels y axis

Format of data (unsigned 16 bits)

OBJECT



Let’s do some statistics!
Let’s check the properties of the images:

Imstat is one of my favourite commands! It’s very powerful but… 



...with great power, comes great responsibility
We can check the parameters that a 
command accepts with lpar

If you want to modify the ones in 
parenthesis, you will have to do it 
explicitly
We will see how



Help!
help imstat

Will give you a more complete insight 
on the command

(needless to say, this applies to any 
IRAF command)



Last on imstat
I hate that “NPIX” and I think mode and median are useful. 
Here’s something I find more useful:



display
To display an image in ds9 from IRAF, 
we use the command “display”

Ds9 has several “frames” we can use 
(we can show several images at the 
same time)

I also like to “fill” the frame (so I see the 
full image)



display
The “complete” way to use display is:

The numbers underneath are the minimum and 
maximum which are shown in the image

Friends invoke display like:

“=yes” can be replaced by “+”
You can replace complete names with 
abbreviations if it’s unambiguous



First time, it is a good practice to look at everything!



Background Noise



The “bias”
What happens if you take a “0 seconds 
exposure”?

Wait a second! What do you mean by “0 
seconds”?

A “bias” is the readout of a CCD without 
collecting photons. 



The “overscan”
A region “on the side” of the image, 
where “empty” readouts of the 
electronics are made.

(these are cuts along lines)



The “overscan”



Bias vs Overscan
● Bias takes into account the 2D variations of noise
● Overscan measures the noise of your image

Not all CCDs have overscan (or prescan) regions.



Bias vs Overscan

Pros Cons

Bias 2D mapping of the noise of the 
CCD

Not simultaneous with 
observations

Overscan Obtained together with 
observations

It is a 1D approximation to the 
noise of the CCD.
Not all CCDs allow for an 
overscan region.



Make a “masterbias”
To get a good measure of the bias, we take several bias frames and we combine 
them.

For this, we need to load the imred package (if you see a “.”, it’s a sub-package; if 
you see an “@”, it’s a parameter file; if you see nothing else, it’s a command)



We want to combine bias frames
In IRAF, a bias is called “zero” (guess 
why?)

Hence we want to use the zerocombine 
command.

Let’s get to know it:



Let’s run zerocombine

(the ccdtype = “”  is a sad story)

It looks pretty dull, eh?

Let’s see what it did:



The flat field
It is related with the difference of 
response across the field of view.

Famous example: dust particles on 
filters.

Corrected by observing a “flat field” 
(hence the name): sky vs. dome.

It is a multiplicative effect. 

Mind the division by zero! 

(happens often at the borders)



Make a masterflat
Check the flats:

You normally want a flat to have counts of about the half well (~35,000); in this 
case, only 2 fulfill this criteria. Let’s make a list (the “@” lets you access a list of 
files.



Subtract the bias
Mind you: a flat has a bias

You want to subtract it before combining 
the flats.

We use the almighty ccdproc

(the longer the parameter list, the more 
powerful the task)



The “//” allows you to add some text before the name of the files in the list.

Let’s check what happened:



Let’s combine flats
You can probably guess, by now, that 
we will need a command called 
flatcombine

Here are the parameters -> 

Let’s run it!



As usual… let’s check

Of course, flats.lis is not an image, hence you get an error

We have few flats, so we don’t get a very very good flat.



Reduce the science frame!
We are finally there!

Let’s check our science frame (it’s 
actually the field of a photometric 
standard star; we will see what these 
are soon)

We will use our old friend ccdproc



What do you mean “error”? Do you know who I am?

2 things:

1) The “\” is used to go to a new line
2) Remember I said that you may get a zero at the edges of the image? It is 

exactly what happened! We need to “trim” the image.



First delete the reduced image that IRAF tried to create.

Then do the right thing and say that you want to trim the image and define the 
“trim section”:

[x of lower left corner : x lower right corner , y upper left corner : y upper right corner]



Let’s see our masterpiece

Congratulations! You have reduced your first image!



Some more steps



Fringing
This is due to the interaction of light with 
the coating of the CCD.

It only affects the reddest filters (and not 
always).

It may vary across the night.

It is (yet) another additive effect.



Cosmic Rays
These are high energy particles which 
interact with our silicon.

It gets worse out of the atmosphere 
(e.g. HST).

They are normally removed by 
“averaging” several images.

There are some programs (e.g. LACos) 
which use statistics to get rid of them.

http://www.astro.yale.edu/dokkum/lacosmic/


Bad pixels / columns
Some pixels do not respond linearly -> 
hot/cold pixels.

Some pixels actually block the movement of 
charge -> bad columns

Fix it by 

-) “dithering” the telescope

-) align the images

-) combine

It is also what the IRAF fixpix in ccdproc 
promises.



That’s all for today
Can you do the same for the other filters?

OR

Can you do it in Python?

Next time: we will see how to measure the characteristics of a CCD (gain and 
readout noise) and we will learn to do some basic photometry (finally speaking 
about noise)


